
Situation SURA is a unique member association. The association’s formal name, Southeastern

Universities Research Association, was derived from the original geographic footprint 

of its member universities. Today SURA is a leading national academic consortium, 

comprised of over 60 research university members in the United States and Canada, 

with expertise in managing research collaborations in nuclear physics, information 

technology infrastructure, coastal environmental phenomena, and more. 

SURA’s leadership recognized that its mission and vision had changed over time. 

Its member footprint no longer fit the name of the organization; its existing brand 

expression was extremely out of date; its communications to members was lacking; 

and its ability to attract new member research universities was non-existent. With these

issues looming, SURA developed an RFP to identify a strategic partner to guide a process

of repositioning and rebranding the association. As a result, The Design Channel was

appointed to work on this important assignment.

Solution TDC developed a roadmap to guide this process based on our proprietary Channel

BrandBuilder™ process. Our research and discovery process included: one-on-one

interviews with SURA leadership, board members, staff; a competitive brand benchmarking

study; and an audit of SURA’s existing marketing and communications material.

These efforts enabled us to establish a positioning statement and a new tagline “The

Science of Collaborative Research”.  We also developed a “One Voice” messaging 

platform that synthesized key attributes reflecting the characteristics, values, differentiators,

and benefits of SURA.  

We also redesigned SURA’s logo and produced a modern website, marketing collateral, 

print ads, and a variety of other communication vehicles. 

Result Our work resulted in a significantly more dynamic, modern, and purposeful brand 

presentation. The new website, featuring responsive design, offers a much more engaging

user experience.  The client has been extremely pleased with the new positioning and

branding work. It has enabled the association to better communicate its vision with

prospective member universities, pursue new collaborative research projects with

renewed confidence, and have the tools in place for brand stewardship moving forward.
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o positioning statement 

o tagline

o “one voice” message platform

Research Modes Used:

Stakeholder interviews

Competitive brand benchmarking

Communications audit
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o logo

o stationery package

o brand standards



o html enewsletter

o website



o print advertising



o overview brochure



o pocket folder

o insert templates


